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Abstract
Numerous modelling and structural analysis

workflows reflect the heterogeneity and vague
standardization in the construction industry; hence
their automation is not straightforward. Procedures
like redefining geometry from scratch or assigning
loads one-by-one, are mostly performed manually,
are time-consuming and error-prone, reflecting
traditional workflows in digital BIM environments.
BIM tools for structural analysis, compared to finite
element method tools, aim to automate and interrelate
structural design, analysis and documentation. This
paper investigates the potential and obstacles for
automation of structural analysis workflows. We
focus on automation of model preprocessing, the
procedures which interrelate structural design and
analysis.
Through literature review and a practical use case

analysis, automatable procedures were identified and
formalized. They
panel discussion. The results indicate that defining
floor levels, loads and load combinations, supports
and joints are standard model preprocessing
procedures. In special cases, e.g. special grounding
conditions or heavy machinery, manual overriding of
automatically assigned values might be required.
Lack of clarity and traceability in the structural
analysis of a complete building model, and the lack of
confidence in background processes in BIM analysis
tools, are identified as the main obstacles for
automation.
Finally, we deliver a prototype of the automated

procedures with structural analysis software RFEM
Dlubal, which exemplifies implementation. The
automation of preprocessing is especially important
for design optimization and time-dependent
structural analysis during construction or demolition.
This research contributes with an improvement
proposal of BIM-based structural analysis thus
enhancing the overall digitalization level of the
building design process.
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1 Introduction

The use of digital tools to perform structural analysis
increased in the last decades; currently the tools are
present in most structural analysis practices, although
some analyses are still performed manually [1]. The
building information modelling (BIM) paradigm gained
on popularity among structural engineers, but the finite
element method (FEM) tools, which have been used for
a longer time, are not clearly distinct from the ones
referred to as BIM structural tools. Automatic relations
between structural design, analysis and documentation is
found to be the main feature of BIM software tools [2].
These relations have not yet been fully realized, and
significant manual work is necessary for the design tasks
leading to structural analysis [1]. It is necessary to
address the technical issues which will provide structural
engineers with benefits promised by BIM [3].
Preprocessing of a building model involves data

management procedures of assigning new information
like loads or supports to create an analysis-ready model.
In this paper, the procedures are called preprocessing
methods if they are automatically performed. The
procedures interrelate structural design and analysis, and
automating them could reduce time, errors and cost
needed for structural analysis. Achieving an automated
relation between the design, analysis and documentation
is the way to fully enable the BIM ideas in structural
analysis software tools therefore defining the
preprocessing methods is unavoidable. Besides
achieving the full BIM potential, the preprocessing
methods allow for real-time feedback in the form of a
quick preliminary structural analysis of the interpreted
and imported physical building model originating from
architectural design, as the manually performed time-
consuming tasks are automated and the information
necessary for the analysis is promptly assigned.
Automated preprocessing of building models is a
research gap addressed in this research
In our preceding research we developed a software

tool which interprets building models for structural
engineers [4]. The model which can be used for the
analysis is prepared on the non-proprietary central
storage and can be imported to any structural analysis
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tool which offers a way to access and manage its internal
structure and data (e.g. via application programming
interface (API)). A building model imported in such a
way is not ready for structural analysis and assigning
additional information is required. However, the
information origin and the way it is defined remains in
the gray area, and needs to be further investigated. Some
design management literature exists which roughly
indicates services provided by project stakeholders (e.g.
[5]). The description of services does not reach the
building element information level (such are objects and
their properties); therefore the information assignment
procedures within the workflow need to be investigated.
Information origin provides the base for automation
focus is on the information assigned after the
architectural model is interpreted and imported
(analytical model with geometry and element types), and
before the structural analysis takes place (analysis-ready
model with supports and loads).
The next section presents a review of existing research
regarding the automation of preprocessing procedures.
Section 3 describes the research methodology, followed
by the proposal of automation methods in section 4.
Section 5 provides the example of implementation and
section 6 the verification of the proposed methods via an

. The results are discussed in
section 7.

2 Literature review

The topic of automatic preprocessing of structural
analysis models has not been widely addressed in the
light of the existing design practices. Literature review
performed in [6] shows how automation of structural
analysis is becoming a more popular topic over the years,
since the structural design automation and
interoperability with other domains is of highest
importance for the design process. In the academic
community, new forms of design workflows are often
proposed without consideration of the traditional
approaches, especially in the early design phase.
Reconsideration of traditional workflows is desired,
however a complete paradigm shift has not received a
positive feedback in practice [1]. The aim of this work is
to provide a solution to automatically perform
preprocessing steps existing in practice. Such tools have
not been found for the developed design phase however
implementation of preprocessing in the early design
phase or other domains such as tunnel engineering is
addressed in the literature. The automatic preprocessing
promises more design variants due to prompt structural
analysis feedback, resulting with more optimal design,
less errors and finally less time and money required for
the whole project.

A design cycle lasts longer than a month for a single
design alternative, the main limitation being unsuitable
representation for analysis, whereby the engineers spend
more than half of their time in managing information [7].
Automation of analysis of design alternatives is viewed
as a solution to this problem. Focus of their work [7] is a
multidisciplinary optimisation with numerous design
variants, existing in the early design stage. Energy and
structural optimisation in the early design stage is
investigated in [8]. Compared to developed design, the
early design lacks information for a detailed analysis,
therefore tools used for performing energy and structural
performance need to consider some uncertainties.
Accordingly, models with varying amount of information,
as required during the evolving designs, are proposed [8].
In our work, the focus is on developed design where a
sufficient amount of data is usually available for
structural analysis. However, a required data scope is
hardly ever formalized on the level of building elements
and belonging properties so it could be correspondingly
validated.
Automating preprocessing steps for structural analysis is
more common in infrastructural projects such as tunnel
design than in the building projects. Similarly to BIM, [9]
propose tunnel information modelling (TIM) which is
able to unify multiple models relevant for tunnel design
in an object-oriented manner. -to-
tunnel design information is extracted and preprocessed
for the FEM analysis, whereby the boundary conditions
are automatically assigned based on the design data. A
framework calculating wind effects on the building is
developed in [10], recognizing the need for automatic
geometry interpretation and analysis for such a repetitive
and error-prone task.
A workflow common for structural analysis shows how
significant amount of manual work could be avoided by
relating it to the architectural model [11]. They present a
fairly simple case study and describe how loads like self-
weight and uniform design load are manually created for
the analysis. A traditional design workflow is presented
in [12], describing that from schematic design through
design development the architectural design is generally
imported to FEM tools. They propose a workflow
supporting data analysis during the design, but focus on
structural design and not structural analysis. A plug-in for
structural analysis tool Robot developed in [13] supports
structural engineers in performing optimization of a
building structure. Most of the inputs are however
assigned manually in the model.
Another form of automation of structural analysis is
provided as a support tool for architectural design, by
introducing structural knowledge to architectural design
tools. Members and connections design can be realized
in such a way [14]. However, this approach can hardly
replace established structural analysis practices which
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rely on structural analysis software tools having a large
market share. Additional tool in Matlab which helps
architects in the early design stages to receive feedback
for the renovation projects based on the floor plans is
described in [15]. Their motivation are iterative requests
on design feedback, which structural engineers usually
provide only at the decided design, similarly to the
developed design stage. Researchers [15] focus on the
floor plans and walls as structural elements, which does
not entirely correspond to the BIM approach in the
developed design stage. Specialized knowledge
regarding seismic performance of buildings is automated
and described in [16]. They propose a platform that
automates iterative steps usually performed by structural
engineers to find optimal and satisfying structural design.
Structural analysis practices for buildings during
developed design are heterogeneous and have not been
sufficiently explored. The automated preprocessing
methods are not available except for methods provided
by software tools which overcome software-specific
problems in the form of workarounds. Research
describing the structural analysis workflows and data
requirements can be found, and will be considered in
section 4. As the structural analysis practices differ, so do
the ways to automate the model preprocessing
procedures. Besides international standards, numerous
project-, company- or country-specific standards exist
defining the workflows leading to structural analysis.
These standards have suited well the traditional practices,
but leave plenty space for intuitive experience-based
decision making which is not suitable for automation in
such form [17]. The standards do not address objects used
in the software tools.
Lack of technical solutions for structural analysis is
evident from the literature review, especially for the
developed design stage [3]; automated preprocessing and
modelling of structural components is a research gap
addressed in this research. The research question we

to automatically

3 Methodology

This paper is part of a larger project investigating data
exchange between architectural design and structural
analysis. In the preceding research, a tool interpreting an
architectural building model was developed and
implemented with multiple building models [4]. Building
models containing geometry and information about
element types created by architects are interpreted to
representation suitable for structural engineers. The
interpretations focused on geometric information and
result with an analytical building model. This tool,
although being a useful aid for structural engineers and
saving significant amount of time needed for redefining

information available in another form, does not provide
structural engineers with an analysis-ready model.
Additional information which is not available in
architectural design model is required before the
structural analysis can take place. The heterogeneity of
design workflows makes automation of certain
procedures difficult or even impossible. Hereby, the
question of automating preprocessing procedures for
structural analysis is addressed through several
methodological steps:

Pareprocessing methods are identified through
literature review describing workflows to structural
analysis on building element level and a real use
case analysis of a modelling and data exchange
process of a German structural engineering
company. This analysis delivers information origin
which is a base for formalizing preprocessing
methods.
Preprocessing methods are formalized so they could
be automated with a data mangement tool. The
preprocessing methods are derived from the
previously conducted analysis. The methods are
developed by comparing the initial and expected
building models, and by identifying and describing
processes which provide a desired result.
Data management tool is developed as a prototype
and the formalized methods are implemented. The
tool maintains communication with the central data
storage (realized with MongoDB) and facilitates the
conversion to the particular structural engineering
finite element calculation tool (RFEM Dlubal). The
developed preprocessing methods are implemented
and verified with a test building model originating
from the above-mentioned structural engineering
company.
Finally, the feedback and evaluation of
generalization-potential of implemented
automation methods was assessed through
practitioners panel discussion. Practitioners
expertise is needed to identify optimization
potentials as preprocessing rules are bound to
individual or interfirm conventions.

4 Automatable procedures

The literature review and the use case analysis revealed
information stemming from the architectural design as
well as the information defined by structural engineers.
Barely any information originates from the cooperative
work between architects and structural engineers in a
standard workflow, but a significant amount of
information is of interest to both stakeholders. This
analysis was used to propose the preprocessing methods.
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RFEM Dlubal internal storage and proprietary model.
The preprocessing methods are therefore specific for a
proprietary software tool, unlike the model
interpretations taking place on the central open storage.
It was possible to realize all methods with the prototype
plug-in, and to perform a satisfying structural analysis in
the follow-up. Table 4 shows screenshots of a test model
with the results of preprocessing methods and analysis.
The methods are fully automated with default values, but
allow some interventions, e.g. changing the use of space
influencing the live loads, or the floor level where the
environmental loads or supports are placed. These
methods do not represent the exhaustive possibilities for
structural analysis, however they represent most common
procedures and aid structural engineers not to start from
a blank model with their work. Additional enhancement
are available in the further step directly within the RFEM
Dlubal, these may however be integrated within the plug-
in if recognized as standard for certain workflows.

Table 4 Test model after preprocessing and analysis

Test model with assigned supports

Test model with assigned loads and combinations

Analysis results

6 Panel discussion

The panel discussion involved structural engineers from
two companies. The feedback provided by the
participants in the discussion addressed general issues
regarding the preprocessing automation, as well as the
specific preprocessing methods. The remarks were:

Both companies use architectural models
originating from Revit and RFEM Dlubal for
structural analysis
2,5d is preferred to 3d structural analysis primarily
due to traceability and clarity of analysis, however
the analyzed cross sections of building elements
may be larger than in the case of 3d.
3d analysis delivers results which are difficult to
verify due to lack of clarity of calculation in a
structural analysis software tool. Traceability of
analysis is demanded by inspection engineers,
which is not provided in 3d analysis.
Automation of preprocessing methods is regarded
as useful and usable, but needs some adaptation.
Practices do not significantly differ between
companies.
Structural engineers are generally part of the project
before the developed design and specific
information can be defined in advance.
Significant amount of experience-based knowledge
is used for identifying and analyzing the model.
Feedback received from the participants recognizes
the standardization potential in the proposed
preprocessing methods.
A similar approach is performed to identify the
floor levels; however, an important point is the
detection of the ground floor, which is usually
placed close to ±0,00 elevation
Foundations can be defined in two ways, based on
the results of the geotechnical analysis: i) as the
proposed solution, under each element separately;
ii) by excluding the support capabilities of a ground
plate due to bad ground characteristics.
Loads are highly dependent on the building use and
special building requirements. The proposed loads
can be regarded as standard input. It is necessary to
include multiple country-specific building codes.
Joints can be modelled in two ways, depending on
whether the i) prefabricated or ii) cast in place
building system is used; the i) indicates that the
rotation is not transferred; while ii) can transfer also
rotation.

The preprocessing methods require some adaptation, but
a similar plug-in that could automate the existing
practices or some preprocessing steps is recognized as a
great help for a day-to-day business.
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7 Discussion & conclusion

Many manual time-consuming procedures are performed
for each project from scratch, whereby these tasks are not
only similar between the projects, but often across
multiple practices. The amount of similarity across
practices and a unique solution is hard to define due to
lacking documentation and standards. This paper
proposes preprocessing methods based on the existing
research and practice, which have not been formalized
for automation purposes. The new proposal is based on
the literature review and use case analysis and is
implemented as a prototype tool with a test building
model. The tool was received with appreciation and is
regarded as a benefit for structural engineering. Further
investigation of heterogeneous practices is needed for
providing a tool which would satisfy practices beyond the
scope of this research.
The BIM paradigm regarding structural analysis tools is
still unclear. This paper emphasizes the need for
automation of preprocessing, and relating structural
design and analysis in a digital and automated way in
order to provide prompt feedback about structural
building performance, save time and money and reduce
errors during building design. The greatest problem in the
proposed approach is found in the readiness of structural
engineers to fully rely on the analysis with 3d geometry.
However, an approach with automated preprocessing
methods in a similar way, is recognized as beneficiary
and required to improve structural analysis work.
One of the limitations of the provided solution is that it
does not consider special cases of structural analysis, like
special grounding conditions or heavy machinery.
Numerous workflows and projects need to be analyzed in
order to determine which workflows and procedures have
automation potential. In order to generalize this proposal
and the implemented prototype, certain adaptations and
extensions based on the results of exhaustive studies
might be needed. Unique problems might and will occur
for certain building projects, but still, generalized
solution needs to be able to cover standard procedures,
while the special ones can be manually overridden.
Supporting various practices might potentially be
realized by using service-oriented system architecture
like microservices [26].
Therefore, next steps regarding the software tool is to test
the provided methods with additional building models.
The methods will be tested with other structural analysis
software tools and additional practices. Similar plug-ins
are required for other tools, and the proposed prototype
may serve as a base. A process analysis is required for
each procedure which is to be automated. The proposals
changing entirely the existing design workflows, have
not been successfully accepted in the AEC community.
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